An extended microsatellite set for linkage mapping in the domestic dog.
The extremes of phenotype displayed by the domestic dog, as well as the largest number of naturally occurring inherited diseases in any mammalian species except man (>450), have generated a large interest in genomic linkage mapping in the species. Marker sets for linkage mapping should ideally show both high levels of polymorphism among the target group of animals and an even spacing of markers across the whole genome. Currently a microsatellite marker set known as Minimal Screening Set 2 (MSS2) is widely used. Here, we have extended this marker set by filling in gaps as noted from the marker positions in the CanFam genome assembly (1.0) and the 5000cR radiation hybrid (RH) map. An additional 183 markers have been positioned to increase the coverage of the MSS2 set wherever it contains a gap >9 mb or 1000(5000) RH units. We have called the marker set derived from the MSS2 set and these 183 markers, MSS3. The average physical spacing of markers in the complete 507 marker MSS3 set is 5 mb, whereas average heterozygosity of the 183 new markers on a panel of 10 dogs of differing breeds is 0.74. This marker group will allow genome-wide scans in the dog to be conducted at close to 5 cM resolution.